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Find hockey manual from a vast selection of Books. Get great deals on eBay!Â Teaching the Basics FIELD HOCKEY Resource Manual by Wilf Wedmann Min. of Edu. BC. Brand
New. C $37.98. Top Rated Seller. Top Rated Seller. Was: Previous PriceC $39.98 5% off. Books About Hockey. All the books you can read for the Slapshot Read a thon. Score. A
bookâ€™s total score is based on multiple factors, including the number of people who have voted for it and how highly those voters ranked the book. If you want to play hockey, you
need to know the basics of the game. Hockey is a simple game, and anybody can pick it up quick and have fun. When you are just starting out, the first thing you should learn how to
do is skate. Without the ability to skate, you will not be able to play ice hockey. Once you have that down you can start focusing on the rules and gameplay strategies. To excel in
hockey you must understand the more complicated rules, including icing, offsides, and penalties. Their book, Hockey Plays and Strategies, is a great reference for any coach, player,
or fan. Hockey requires a strong blend of physical and mental skills. Players need a solid base of fundamentalsâ€”skating, shooting, and passingâ€”before beginning to understand
how to play the game.Â However, you should always start with the basics. When using this book, chose a system or strategy and then review the key teaching points. Teach it to
your team by using basic drills and then progressing to more complicated or involved drills. Â© International Ice Hockey Federation No part of this publication may be reproduced in
the English language or translated and reproduced in any other language or transmitted inÂ There shall be no markings on the ice, boards, protective glass, nets, goals, or on any
surface in and around the players benches, penalty benches, goal judge benches or off-ice officials areas, except as specified under these rules or as provided in Annex 1 (Advertising regulations).

